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About This Content

THE COMPLETE SOLUTION - STRAIGHT FROM THE DEVELOPERS!

The world of Antaloor is truly enormous - but now you can never get lost!

The official "Two Worlds II" Strategy Guide will make sure that you never miss an adventure, complete every quest and never
again get into a desperate situation in combat! All you "Two Worlds" fans out there who want to know everything about the
game will be thrilled by the Guide's 328 color pages – each one packed with pure developer know-how and knowledge. The

detailed maps with lots of markings let you zoom in on every fascinating inch of Antaloor. And besides the descriptions of all
the weapons, monsters, animals and plant and animal alchemy ingredients, there's lots of priceless statistical info about every
single being and object! There’s a Quest Index included too for a fast overview and targeted searching for specific solutions.

This Guide is a Must-Have for every Antaloor Adventurer!

Features

Descriptions of the main quest and all the side quests- including all the alternatives!

Detailed maps with solutions and lots of insider tips on the game!

Explanations about all your opponents - including their strengths and weaknesses!
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Detailed weapons statistics, with an illustration of every single weapon and all values!

A revealing excursion into the secret worlds of magic and alchemy!
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two worlds ii walkthrough pc. two worlds ii strategy guide

I hate to say no but hear me out.
Good things
If you want to have youre own zombie
bad
the commands if you dont do them in just a way it glitches out zombies get stuck in a walk way when theres more than on
passing. Plus after two years i had hoped this game would be better but as everyone else has said. like rats they abbonded ship
and now we have a wreck on the coast thats called steam.. A retro experience that takes you back a lot further than most, all the
way to -- the Atari 5200? Intellivision? It's hard to say.

However, while the pixel graphics are nice and refreshing, The Quest for the Big Key also brings back a lot of things from the
retro era that aren't so nice:
* No way to resize the screen to a more comfortable level
* No sound or volume controls, including no way to turn off the music without turning down your computer's volume
* No way to reconfigure the controls, which are awkward on an 8-button joypad
* No map, combined with very same-y environments
* No storyline besides tidbits of lore too vague to be meaningful
* Very little thought required, only exhaustive searching
and, worst of all,
* No way to save the game or continue, meaning you must finish the entire game in one sitting on a single life.

There's more than one way to define a "retro" game. One definition is that a retro game has the sensibilities and graphic look of an
older era in video gaming. The other definition is that a retro game should be just like a game would have been had it been released
decades ago ... including all of the aggravations and weaknesses that were present in gaming in that era.

There's a reason that, despite their retro sensibilities and gameplay, games like Alwa's Awakening and Princess Remedy still offer
quite a few amenities of the modern era. We now have the power to offer a retro experience with the modern conveniences that
make games fun instead of frustrating -- and we just about always should.

Besides, this isn't a perfectly retro game anyway. The music loop is synthed.. Now think about a game that is lazy and poorly
developed.
Judging by the images and videos you gotta think that it's cool, and in fact it has potential, but once you start to play you'll only
need 15 minutes to realize what you got yourself into.

- First off you can only shoot in 2 directions (left and right). It's like if the developers didn't know if they were going to make a rpg
or a beat'em up, so they just mixed both of the styles. And that doesn't work when you have enemies that comes from all direction at
the same time.

- The interface is horrible. Menus, inventory, map...everything is messed up and hard to navigate, due to no effort put in the game
development.

- The best way to play this game, so far, is by using a joystick. But even then I could not use some of the options in-game, like the
map and potions, for example.

- The game is all about grinding. In order to reach new areas you gotta slowly make your way through hours of boring killing
sessions, or else you'll 1 hit die to any new monster you face.

- The difficult is unbalanced, and you'll die alot, especially from bosses that hits you even when they are offscreen.

- The graphics are good, but the terrain is so full of sh!t that you got blocked whenever you try to run from an enemy. Bottles,
crates, fences, animals...they all have big hitboxes, and work together to make your life miserable.

For me, the game was just waste of content, as they didn't care to polish the game enough to make it good.. This game has a lot to
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offer. The difficulty curve is nigh perfect, it's balanced really well, and the visuals and music are the icing on the cake.. I didn't
know what to expect whenI entered this game. What I got was surprisingly terrifying, and fun too. The gun controls are as simple as
pulling the trigger (the guns automatically reload) and when a Zombie sneaks up on you, it's well, surprisingly terrifying. Overall
this game may seem overpriced at first glance but the experience will bring you back time again, and is well worth it.. Has low
production value, but insightful with through information and acclaimed narration. If you are retrocomputer fan like me, it's a
great pick-up - on sale or for full price.. A fun puzzle game in the style of tetris. Nice gameplay with a lovely soundtrack.. It would
make my day if you watched my review!

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/channel\/UCx8z8z5658BSXdcC3QHgHxA. It's fun for me. I don't care about stories in games. Just
give me a shotgun or whatever and point me in the general direction of the monsters. I like the art style, voxel graphics and dark
atmosphere.
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Good game but too short. I love that mechanic of enemys & shooting. DLC's dosn't work and it's sad :(. Hope u will develop this
game.. Charming and fun. Beautiful pixel art, delightfully animated.. If you read no other part of this review, at least read this.
Never in my ♥♥♥♥ing life have I ever had a game that fought as much as this one to keep me from playing. I honestly feel like
this game, in it's current state, isn't even worth five dollars, not even worth two dollars, but now I'm stuck with this damn game
in my library with no way to get my 10 dollars back. Never have I ever had a game make me so angry that I actually want a
refund as small as 10 dollars. Yet here we are, don't bother with it's current state and honestly I don't see how people are actually
enjoying this game.

Now, to explain.

If you look at the amount played I've played around 65-71 minuites, this is a lie. I've played roughly maybe 10 minuites total
while I've spent the rest in the menues trying to get this game to even work. Fullscreen causes the game, actually being in game,
to freeze for me, but the main menu fullscreen is kinda fine. 'Okay fine that's normal' I thought, given that Fallout 4 is finicky
when I play fullscreen and Alt-tab and Shadow of War plays better in windowed mode. So? I switched it to windowed mode and
got it to kinda work.

The tutorial I played had me go blow up a crate 'okay typical space sim stuff' I thought and did it. Then upon sending out my
drone it picked up one crate before flying offscreen and not coming back. I waited for about a minuite but, upon seeing the
drone was literally gone and I couldn't progress, I decided to restart only to have the game refuse to let me pick a captian and
start another new game.

At this point I started to get upset, but I decided to restart the game and give myself a breather to calm down. Afterall, it's in
beta, it's early acess, bugs like this happen, it's fine. Well, I started a new game, about 30 minuites on file cause the game lagged
while I was trying to get it from fullscreen to windowed and changing the settings, which also caused the game to act up as well
till I got it where I wouldn't lag running around a game that honestly looks like it should be on the Game Cube. Again, early
acess, whatever it's fine.

But here's the part where I broke. Upon getting the crates, fighting the pirates, and getting to the repair dock in the second part
of the tutorial the tutorial message actually blocked the button I needed to press to proceed. "Alright, I'll just see if I can press a
keyboard button to flag the repair bay." nope, you can't "Alright fine I'll adjust the screen size."

This, this is what♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥me off, cause adjusting the screen size kept the tutorial message OVER THE ♥♥♥♥ING
BUTTON THAT NEEDED TO BE PRESSED

I SPENT TWENTY MINUITES, TRYING TO ♥♥♥♥ING CHANGE THE SCREEN RESOLUTION AND IT WOULD
BASICALLY KEEP EVERYTHING THE SAME ♥♥♥♥ING SIZE.

Again, I will state for the record I have never played a game that actively felt like it was fighting me to actually play it. I've
played better looking games on higher settings, settings my laptop wasn't even able to actually use, with no or minor problems. I
have never had so much ♥♥♥♥ing trouble with a game as I have with this one. It's poorly optmisied and honestly there's so
much ♥♥♥♥ing oversight and most of the menu really doesn't even look like it does anything, from changing texture size to
changing resolution everything literally looks the same, even after clicking accept and waiting five minuites for the game to go
blackscreen for another two before finally getting back to the game only to look the exact same.

And yes, I ♥♥♥♥ing TIMED it. I might've spent ten minuites playing this game and the rest I was waiting for the game to
actually LET ME ♥♥♥♥ING PLAY IT.

♥♥♥♥ this game. Early acess or no just ♥♥♥♥ this game.. This DLC adds many new quests all surrounding the minor factions
of Endless Legend. These quests are quite interesting, and many of them immediately make an impact on the game. If you are a
lore junkie or enjoy Endless Legend in general you would enjoy this DLC.. Simple, short, fun. Worth the price. I love it.. Meh-
I loved the feeling of weightlessness it gave me but then I hit a random fence.. Very fun game. A lot like Overcooked but there
is something about building out one location. You get to really learn one set role and slowly grow the business. It does need
some more content in the campaign but the challenges are a nice way to get more out of the game.. I like the game butt I feel
like it gets way to hard to fast compared to the normal one that is more addicting. Night 13 in hd is just as hard as night 20 in
the normal addition. What would make this game very cool is if you can pick the difficuilty progression per a level. Like being
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able to change the enemys speed/damge from 0.1 to 0.05 or even have the option of how many more enemys spawn the next
round. With that option players may play 20+hours. How its set up now is you run into a wall to fast which will make player
quit, rage quit or only play maybe 5 hours tops.. 10\/10 will click again. https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=B3hOS83rhwE I
can't this has to be one of the worst indie horror games from steam I ever played... I couldn't even complete it because it wasn't
very clear as to what you're supposed to even be doing there. I think the only entertaining thing about this game was that
creature, because of how he'll walk through doors, and get stuck on walls. That's terrible AI right there. Also, I noticed the
creature will sometimes glitch out and you'll get stuck when he's right in your face, and your only choice will be to restart the
game. Not sure if anyone else ran into that but if you click on my video I did of the game you'll see it happen to me a few times.
So, I strongly suggest avoiding this game at all costs.
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